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Introduction
We have reviewed the latest draft of OneSTL. The plan, funded by a
$4.7 million grant from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, attempts to ―identify a vision, goals, and objectives that
outline what the people of St. Louis want for the future of the region
as well as strategies, tools, and resources for achieving the OneSTL
vision.‖ We doubt anyone really believes everyone in the region
would share the same vision, but we expected that the vision would, at
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least, be shared by the majority. The staff at East-West Gateway
Council of Governments (EWGCG) was tasked with condensing
information gathered at public hearings, and we want to thank them
for incorporating earlier comments. Nevertheless, the final draft of
OneSTL fails to fully reflect our vision, and the vision held by the vast
majority of our constituents. In addition, regarding the goals on which
we agree, the proposal fails to identify workable strategies, or
provides no strategies at all. Therefore, we will be voting against
adoption and urge our fellow board members to do the same. We
propose a board retreat, similar to the one we had several years ago,
where the elected leaders of the region can come up with their own
regional vision.
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Regional Growth
Having lived through the very contentious ‖urban sprawl‖ debate
fifteen years ago, we feared that a debate over ―sustainability‖ would
simply be a rehash of the same old arguments, which failed to appreciate
the importance to the region of Franklin, Jefferson, Monroe and St.
Charles counties, as well as the bluff communities in Madison and St.
Clair counties. Our concern increased when, early in the document, the
proponents of OneSTL point out that ―Between 1950 and 2010, the population of the region grew by about 50%, while the urbanized area grew
roughly 400%.‖1 Our concern subsided somewhat when the proposal
goes on to acknowledge that, ―This development pattern fosters strong
sub-regional centers for work and can reduce commuting distances for
residents in suburban communities.‖2
More importantly, the proposed OneSTL abandons any discussions
of ―suburban growth boundaries‖ suggested years ago. The proponents
reluctantly recognize that, in our country, governments cannot simply
enact a ―Five-year Plan,‖ that tells people where they can live. They finally realize that persuasion, not coercion is required. As a result, in
most instances, the plan uses the verbs ―encourage‖ ―promote‖ and
―educate‖ rather than more directory language, and specifies, ―the plan
has no mandates that require local government to adopt new rules or ordinances."3 Nevertheless, implicit in the draft is the authors’ belief they
know best where people should live, and local governments, along with
state and federal bureaucracies, should cooperate with them to make sure
they live there.
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Regional Growth

Map 2 and Map 4 from East-West Gateway Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) 2040
Employment Forecast Map, pg. 7; Population Forecast Map, pg. 10
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Transportation and Jobs
One significant example is where the final draft of OneSTL calls on
EWGCOG to ―give priority to preservation in the programming of suballocated federal funds to encourage consistent improvement of locallyowned roads and bridges.‖4 Both St. Louis and St. Charles counties are
interested in working with MoDOT to improve the I-270 north and I-70
corridors, and should have access to STP sub-allocated federal funds to
complete those projects. A staffer from EWGCOG recently explained
that adoption of OneSTL would be the starting point in development of
the next Regional Transportation Plan (RTP2045).5 The draft before the
EWGCOG board recommends we ―promote maintenance, rehabilitation,
and repurposing of existing infrastructure‖ and ignores the need for new
infrastructure, reflecting a blatant bias against surface transportation.

“In this region,
downtown
St. Louis remains,
historically,
recreationally, and
economically, the
most important
area in the
region. But it is
nowhere near the
center of the
region’s jobs, and
that center ought
to be the starting
point for
transportation
decisions.”

That is amazing considering the amount of new infrastructure approved
by the board in the last seven years, including the Mississippi River
Bridge, widening of the Poplar Street Bridge, completion of State Routes
141 and 364, and future projects like Route 3 in Illinois. Future projects
must have an equal ability to compete for available funds, if we are to
meet the needs of growing communities in the region.6
The latest draft of OneSTL predicts, ―Future investments in a more balanced multi-modal system will provide residents with additional choices
to meet their transportation needs. These investments may include expanding the Metrolink system, implementing transit oriented development or Great Streets plans, or adding to the region’s bicycle network.‖7
At the same time, the proponents lament that the highway system ―all but
necessitates car ownership…‖ Last year, transit represented less than
three percent of the commuter trips in the St. Louis region. Nevertheless,
over forty percent of available Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
(CMAQ) funds went to transit agencies. No one is opposed to more
choices, but most residents of the region have chosen to own cars, and
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Transportation and Jobs
government must meet their transportation needs. Those who believe car owners have chosen unwisely are
free to persuade them of their folly, but government must not ―balance‖ the system in a way that penalizes
them for the option they have chosen. The future of mass transit in the collar counties will depend on the cost
of gasoline. When gas hits four dollars a gallon, more commuters will demand another option, and government will respond. However, even with an expanded transit system, the lack of density in those counties without transit, and even in the suburbanized areas of the counties that do, will require most riders to retain their
cars to connect to the system.8
The proponents of OneSTL complain that ―The St. Louis region currently ranks fifth in the nation in terms of
the proportion of jobs located from 10 to 35 miles outside of the central business district.‖9 In this region,
downtown St. Louis remains, historically, recreationally, and economically, the most important area in the region. But it is nowhere near the center of the region’s jobs, and that center ought to be the starting point for
transportation decisions. The Regional Employment Density Map makes it obvious that the jobs center of the
region is significantly to the west of downtown, and considerably to the west of Clayton as well. The vast majorities of jobs on the Illinois side of the region are in the bluff communities.10 The report suggests we should

White Area = 45 Minute
Travel Times from
Downtown St. Louis
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Transportation and Jobs

Dark Green Area = 45 Minutes from 75% of Jobs
―Consider the specific needs of racially concentrated areas of poverty as a factor in the allocation of transportation funds and programs through the transportation improvement program and long-range transportation
plan.‖11 We agree that concentrated areas of poverty should receive special attention, but fail to see why proponents have inserted race as a transportation policy issue.
Again demonstrating its bias against surface transportation, the draft of OneSTL suggests we should ―Employ
life-cycle analyses with any capacity expansion projects and demonstrate resources for future operations.‖12
Such resources will generally be available in growth areas with expanding tax revenue. This requirement
would only burden projects designed to revitalize a depressed area. If life-cycle analysis is used, mass transit
projects should also be required to ―demonstrate resources for future operations.‖ Even in the suburbanized
areas of the region, not everyone has, or can drive, an automobile. As suggested, collaborative efforts, such as
the Eastern Missouri Transportation Coordinating Council, that address the need of the handicapped and elderly, should be encouraged.13
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Education
OneSTL explains, ―Developing sustainability means developing and
maintaining a strong economy, and it also means supporting the physical
amenities of a healthy community—clean water and air, attractive and
accessible recreation, supportive communities with good educational opportunities, safe streets and neighborhoods, and effective transportation
services.‖14 Having addressed the last of these, we will comment on the
remainder in reverse order. The report states, ―The quality of schools
also ranks as a significant factor when families choose where to live, and
therefore play a central role in neighborhood stability, property values
and municipal fiscal capacity.‖15 This is a gross understatement. The
Missouri Supreme Court’s recent decision upholding the statute allowing
students in unaccredited schools to transfer, with the home district paying
tuition to the receiving school, has elevated failing schools from a neighborhood problem to a regional problem in Missouri. Predictably, proponents of OneSTL explain, ―Educators in both Missouri and Illinois have
sounded alarms over inadequate state funding for public schools.‖16 The
unaccredited Riverview Gardens School District spends more on each
attending student than Mehlville, where many of its students have transferred. Likewise unaccredited Normandy spends more than Francis
Howell. Totally ignoring these facts, proponents of OneSTL propose
that we ―increase supplemental educational resources for students in under-performing school districts.‖17
The final draft of OneSTL fails to address the transfer program, governance issues, teacher competence or school board politics. Not only
school boards, administrators and teachers are to blame. They also fail to
address the cultural issues that hamper education in many failing school
districts. A review of attendance figures indicate that only 70.1 percent
of Normandy students attend school 90 percent of the time. Riverview
and St. Louis Public Schools are not much better. While some parents in
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Education
failing schools make great sacrifices to get a good education for their
children, other parents cannot even get their kid to school. One of the
proposal’s objectives is to ―develop a culture that understands and values
regional and local sustainability.‖18 While we are at it, perhaps we can
develop a culture that understands and values the importance of education to the success of individuals and the region.
Another suggested strategy is that, after three years of discussion about
regional sustainability, we should ―foster public discussions about how to
provide equitable access to education for all students.‖ While the proposal suggests we may need more ―educational choices,‖ it offers no
opinion about how extensive those choices should be, or how we are to
pay for them. There is no discussion about the future role of parochial
schools. While school choice is a controversial issue, controversy has
not kept the proponents of OneSTL from expressing opinions on other
controversial issues like climate change plans, living wage ordinances,
responsible banking ordinances, and source of income legislation.
Information from the Missouri Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education

“... we can develop
a culture that
understands and
values the
importance of
education to the
success of individuals
and the region.”

DISTRICT NAME

% of students
attending 90% of
the time

CURRENT EXPENDITURE
PER AVERAGE DAILY
ATTENDANCE (ADA)

ST. LOUIS CITY

77.9%

$15,658.35

NORMANDY

70.1%

$12,276.23

KIRKWOOD R-VII

92.7%

$12,210.22

FRANCIS HOWELL R-III

93.0%

$9,830.14

RIVERVIEW GARDENS

69.6%

$9,471.20

MEHLVILLE R-IX

91.5%

$8,350.91
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Public Safety
The proponents of OneSTL admit that, in addition to quality education,
the public identified safe neighborhoods, as the two issues most related
to neighborhood and community stability. Nevertheless, public safety
gets little attention more than a suggestion that regional leaders ―Promote
cooperative efforts among residents, government officials, and law enforcement agencies.‖19 St. Louis city and county police departments are
already cooperating and crime is down significantly in those two jurisdictions due to initiatives like ―hot-spot policing.‖ The draft contains no
proposals on how STARRS could do more to encourage cooperation and
seems unaware of the interoperable radio system which will soon allow
first responders, including police, to communicate with each other.
There are no suggestions on what to do about the 90 municipalities in St.
Louis County, some of which contain high-crime neighborhoods, but are
too small to provide adequate policing of their communities. There is no
discussion about better cooperation among jurisdictions to control the
availability of pseudo-amphetamines to deter the manufacturing of methamphetamines. Many say heroin has become an even bigger problem
than meth, and is certainly a threat to regional sustainability.
The draft of OneSTL states that 74 percent of area residents feel safe
walking alone at night in the area where they live. Nevertheless, violent
crime in certain neighborhoods is taking innocent life and reinforcing
stereotypes about crime in the inner city.20 Have the proponents considered whether ―stop and frisk,‖ so successful in New York City, would
ever be appropriate in high-crime neighborhoods in this region? What
they do suggest is that we ―identify opportunities to increase pedestrian
and bicycle traffic that will put more eyes on the street to deter crime.‖21
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Housing and Development
The OneSTL proposal states ―In order to best serve our region’s population, we should embrace a greater
diversity of housing types and affordability throughout the entire region,‖ and suggests we ―provide workshops on using zoning codes that allow for increased density, mixed-use, and mixed-income housing.‖ More
specifically, it contends ―Housing diversity can maintain and improve property values by responding to market demand.‖22 Until property appraisers agree with this proposition, there will be resistance to more inclusionary zoning. While property values can often be preserved in neighborhoods by covenants that require a
certain type of structure, under Missouri law, cities are allowed to incorporate and use the power of the state
to exclude, not only lowered income, but middle-income housing. This phenomenon can best be seen in the
central corridor of St. Louis city and county. The Housing Value Map clearly shows there is greater diversity in the collar counties and the bluff communities in Illinois.23
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Housing and Development
Another goal of OneSTL is to
―increase private investment in
concentrated areas of poverty.‖
This was the goal of the writers
of the 1945 Missouri Constitution when they allowed different tax treatment for property
in ―blighted‖ areas. Unfortunately, Missouri courts have
allowed developers to abuse
the definition of blight in Tax
Increment Financing (TIF)
projects. OneSTL proponents
admit, ―The various counties,
municipalities, and communities of the St. Louis region
have historically competed
with one another to secure new
development, utilizing various
financial incentives to attract
developers and employers.
These efforts have resulted in
the movement of economic
development from one part of
the region to another. It has
resulted in little new economic growth for the region.‖ EWGCOG has done a study to document the tax dollars wasted to simply move jobs around the region. Nevertheless, this proposal offers no strategy to get the
Missouri General Assembly to change the law, and require a regional approach to economic development.
The entire tax credit program, including MHDC, needs an overhaul, but the authors provide no blueprint.
Should Historic Tax Credits be used to restore mansions, or focus on commercial buildings in all the older areas of the region?24
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Health and the Environment
Who can argue with the health-related goals set out in OneSTL? However, the strategies suggested to improve them can be risky. Under threats
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to bring all growth in the
region to a halt by imposing sanctions, including a cut-off of federal
highway funds and a moratorium on new industry, the region worked for
decades to attain federal air standards. Now the EPA has moved the
goalpost back, causing the draft proposal to report, ―Although the region
has reached compliance with the 1997 annual standard for PM2.5, it does
not currently meet the newer, more restrictive 2012 standards.‖25 An early version of OneSTL explained, ―St. Louis is situated in the valleys of
the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. Hot and humid summer weather
conditions can hold pollutants in the metropolitan area, which in turn can
create high concentrations of ozone and PM2.5.‖26 This fact has been
omitted from the most recent draft, which complains that, while there
were only 17 non-attainment days between 2006 and 2009, there were 29
in the next three year period. However, since there was no significant
increase in miles driven, the increase was probably due to the weather. A
few cooler summers and the number of non-attainment days will decrease. In the meantime, the region’s fate is tied to something we cannot
control.27
Likewise, who is not in favor of clean water? However, the Clean Water
Act (CWA) is a two-edged sword when it comes to the future of the region. The act prohibits the discharge of dredged and fill material into
―waters of the United States,‖ which federal courts have interpreted to
include ―wetlands.‖ As a result, transportation infrastructure construction projects through the many river and creek floodplains in the region
require a federal permit. The report calls for ―watershed based mitigation
projects to protect water quality.‖28 Nevertheless, when millions were
spent to develop Creve Coeur Lake Park as mitigation for the construction of the Page Avenue Bridge, environmental groups still filed suit and
delayed the project for years.29
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Levees and Land
Proponents of OneSTL seem ambivalent on the issue of levee protection.
When they state "maintaining and improving existing levee systems is
critical to protecting the region's industrial base against major flood
events," they are obviously referring to older levees in the City of St.
Louis and across the river in Madison, St. Clair and Monroe counties. On
the other hand, when they argue that ―levees do not provide space for rivers and streams to run naturally,‖ they seem to be singling out the agricultural levees that are so important to the farmers in the floodplains of
the region.30 The proposal is silent on future projects similar to the Mississippi River levee project in St. Peters and the Missouri River levee
projects in Chesterfield and Maryland Heights, all of which were quite
controversial when built.
The plan takes no position on the use of TIF to build levees, rather than
rebuild our inner cities. Nor does it address the National Flood Insurance
Program (NFIP); how it has eroded local control of land use, or the way
it is to be financed in the future.31 There is no discussion of two major
proposals that have been promulgated by the EPA in the last few
years. One is new storm water rulemaking, which could drastically
change the requirements for the NPDES program – especially postconstruction storm water management. The other is EPA’s new requirement for numerical turbidity standards in construction site runoff. Such
measures will have an impact on the cost of construction, and will impact
low-income housing the most. Will federal mandates require the imposition of a ―Rain Tax‖ on impervious areas, similar to the one in Maryland?32 There is no discussion about how the Metropolitan Sewer District will address its problems, and no mention about what could be the
greatest environmental threat to the region - the Bridgeton Landfill.
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Other Issues in Proposed OneSTL
Other problems are identified, but no solutions are put forward in the proposed OneSTL. The authors point
out that ―Movement of the region’s population out of the Zoo Museum District boundaries threatens the financial base of these institutions,‖ but only suggest we ―encourage cooperation to support and promote regional
cultural amenities.‖33 The proposal states, ―Our regional economy will be best positioned to grow when the
public sector (county and municipal governments, airports, port districts, other jurisdictions) operates collaboratively as a regional entity,‖ but offers no opinion on regional governance of Lambert Airport.34 Equally important, it fails to explore avenues of cooperation between regional entities and the state to ensure the financial
stability of the airport. OneSTL recognizes the importance of freight at both regional airports, but fails to appreciate the need for more flights, especially international flights, to attract new jobs and guarantee the sustainability of the region.

Evaluation
Finally, the OneSTL proposal attempts to ―establish an evaluation process to determine whether publicly funded projects achieve goals and objectives of OneSTL.‖35 In many instances the current figures are missing, including, ―number of miles of bike facilities, separate and on road.‖ Our parks department came up with a
number for off street trails in the City of St. Louis, St. Louis County and St. Charles County quite quickly.36
Given modern mapping tools, it should be easy to determine the ―percent of households within 1/4 mile of a
transit stop,‖ or the ―percent of jobs within 1/4 mile of a transit stop.‖ While recognizing the importance of
the ―measure of relationship between change in density and change in ridership at MetroLink stations,‖ in determining whether an area has sufficient density to support mass transit, the draft states ―method under development.‖37
In one very important instance the numbers used are intellectually dishonest and just wrong. First, in determining ―land preservation,‖ they use the five year period of the nationwide housing boom. Secondly, they
claim the ―net acres of agricultural and natural resource land lost annually to development per capita,‖ between
2001-2006, is 0.50 acres. At that rate, with 2,800,000 people in the region, there would be 1,400,000 acres
lost per year over six years. Do the math. For the amount of time and taxpayer dollars spent on OneSTL, we
expected much more.
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Notes
1

OneSTL, 19. Pat Sullivan, executive director of the Home Builders Association of Greater St. Louis, termed the ―sprawl‖ debate a
―civil war‖ between those favoring growth in the suburbs, and those complaining about so called urban sprawl. Governor Bob Holden circulated a draft of an executive order that would have established a State Interagency Smart Growth and Investment Task Force.
At a public hearing, opponents of growth in the suburbs suggested the legislature should establish growth boundaries.
2

OneSTL 45.

3

Ibid. 3.

4

Ibid. 110. Many of the sub-allocated projects in St. Charles County are used to improve locally-owned roads and bridge projects in
St. Charles County. We have replaced almost all of our deficient bridges, and improved many farm-to-market county roads.
5

Power point presentation of MAP-21, Performance Measures, and RTP 2045 by Peter Koeppel East-West Gateway Council of
Governments. Given MoDOT financial situation, it was necessary for St. Charles County to use sub-allocated funds to pay for a
portion of Phase III of the 364 Extension. Cooperation may again be necessary to upgrade highway infrastructure in the I-27 and I70 corridor that was built in the 1960’s, and help retain businesses and residents in those important commercial corridors.
6

OneSTL 77.

7

Ibid. 24. St. Charles County is looking forward to its first ―Great Streets‖ project. We are part of the Great Rivers Greenway, and
have more off-road trail miles per resident than either St. Louis city or county.
8

Ibid. 24. St. Charles had street cars to St. Louis from 1904 until 1931, when cheap gas made buses cheaper. Metro ran buses to
St. Charles County in the 1980’s but discontinued them for lack of ridership.
9

Ibid. 45.

10

Ibid. 32. See Map 2; Employment Forecast, 2009-2040, in RTP 2040, EWGCOG

11

Ibid. 84.

12

Ibid. 110.

13

In St. Charles County, 97 percent of families own an automobile.

14

OneSTL 9.

15

Ibid. 26.

16

Ibid. 26.

17

Ibid. 120.

18

Ibid. 91.

19

Ibid. 81.

20

2013 Gallup Survey; This statistic puts Greater St. Louis as the 14th safest metro area on the list of the 50 most populous MSA’s
in the country.
21

Ibid.

22

Ibid. 38.

23

The draft suggests a strategy calling for us to ―discuss with state housing finance agencies ways to include a greater emphasis on
low-income housing and tax credit developments in areas with lower minority populations and areas of high opportunity.‖ Again,
such a discussion should be about housing diversity and have nothing to do with race.
24

The document proposes we strive for more ―social equity,‖ without defining the term. Would using Tax Increment Financing
(TIF) only in truly blighted areas improve social equity?
25

OneSTL 29.

26

Draft of OneSTL dated September 6, 2013, 27.
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Notes
27

Congress passed the Clean Air Act in 1970, allowing the EPA to also set national air quality standards. To ensure the region met
air-quality standards imposed by the EPA, an auto emissions inspection and maintenance program was established by the state of
Missouri in 1984. The federal government required Stage II vapor recovery nozzles on all gasoline pumps by 1989. The General
Assembly required sale of a special Missouri blend of smog-reducing gasoline in the St. Louis area. The Gateway Clean Air Program, an enhanced auto emissions inspection and maintenance program, featuring special inspection stations, was introduced for St.
Louis City and several surrounding Missouri counties in 2000. Later, the Gateway Vehicle Inspection Program (GVIP) served as
the emissions testing and safety inspection program for vehicles registered in the St. Louis ozone nonattainment area, which includes
St. Louis City, and Franklin, Jefferson, St. Charles and St. Louis counties. The GVIP, which began operations on October 1, 2007,
tested all 1996 and newer gas-powered vehicles, and 1997 and newer diesel-powered vehicles registered in the ozone nonattainment
area.
28

OneSTL 93.

29

A federal district judge dismissed a lawsuit in 1997 filed by Maryland Heights and environmentalists, contending the State Highway Department had failed to comply with the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) in designing the Page Avenue
Bridge. Lieutenant Governor Roger Wilson, as acting governor, appointed the State Emergency Management Agency (SEMA) to
issue floodplain permits for state projects when Maryland Heights refused to issue permits for the project.
30

Floodplain map is incorrect in St. Charles County

31

The NFIP became law in 1968 and Congress passed another Flood Disaster Protection Act in 1973, finding that floodplain development was being encouraged by ―federal agencies and by the availability of federally insured loans, grants and guarantees for land
acquisition and construction of floodplain areas.‖ Having enticed people into the flood plain with its loan programs, the federal government now instituted another program to insure developments against flood loss, and yet another set of regulations cities and counties had to adopt so their residents would qualify for that insurance program.
32

In 2006, the EPA asked the National Research Council of the National Academies to review the NPDES permitting program and
the Academy recommended fundamental changes to the program. In 2009, the EPA took public comment with the intent on
strengthening their program through national rulemaking. The EPA has since delayed the Proposed National Rulemaking to
Strengthen the Storm Water Program several times since 2009. After extended litigation, the EPA is moving forward on the development of the proposed rule.
33

OneSTL 76.

34

Ibid. 34.

35

Ibid. 61.

36

The miles of off-road bike trails are St. Louis City – 81 miles (.25 mile/1,000 residents); St. Louis County – 437.45 miles (.43
mile/1,000 residents); and St. Charles County – 189.41 miles (.51 mile/1,000 residents).
37

Ibid. 130-133.
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